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Principal Ecological Question Addressed:  How does community composition and structure of the small mammal 

community differ between rustic cacao and nearby tropical broadleaf forest habitat and within a habitat through time? 

      

Student Outcomes 

Upon completion of this experiment, you should: 

1. Be able to correctly identify common small mammals of these habitats 

2. Be familiar with trapping, handling, and marking methods for small mammals in these habitats 

3. Be able to define common concepts of community structure including species composition, richness, diversity 

and evenness 

4. Understand limitations of frequently used indices of species diversity and evenness 

 

Introduction  

A visit to BFREE places you in the midst of one of the most biologically diverse ecosystems in the Western Hemisphere.  

The Maya Tropical Forest, stretching across southeast Mexico, Belize, and north Guatemala, houses “more than 3,400 

species of vascular plants, 60 species of freshwater fish, 42 of amphibians, 121 of reptiles, at least 571 of birds, and 163 of 

mammals” (Nations 2006).  However, this biological wealth is under threat from various factors driven by increasing 

human population growth in the region.  For example, both Guatemala and Belize are expected to double their 2013 

human populations by 2050 (Population Reference Bureau 2013). Expansion of agriculture to support growing 

populations (Tilman et al. 2001) will continue to have devastating effects on biodiversity in this region and across the 

globe.  With expansion of agriculture, portions of the Maya Tropical Forest are expected to change into countryside, a 

landscape dominated by a matrix of farms, agroforestry plots, plantations, gardens, and fallow land (Daily et al. 2001).  

Embedded within this matrix are varying sizes of natural forest fragments.  Daily et al. 2003 argued for more assessment 

of the conservation value of these human-dominated landscapes.   

Theobroma cacao (cacao), native to Central and South America, is an agricultural product grown in various tropical 

climates worldwide.  Cacao is typically grown using one of three methods (Figure 1).  Of these, conservationists 

hypothesize that rustic and shaded cacao agroforests will support higher species diversity compared to more intensively 

managed systems (Rice and Greenberg 2000), and the limited number of studies addressing this question support this 

(Rice and Greenberg 2000, Schroth and Harvey 2007, De Beenhouwer et al. 2013).  A recent global meta-analysis of the 

biodiversity of both coffee and cacao agroforestry showed that when natural forests were compared to agroforestry 

systems (rustic and shaded), the decline in species richness was 11%.  In contrast, a 46% decline was observed when 

agroforestry sites were compared to no-shade plantations, with the highest rates of decline in Latin America (De 

Beenhouwer et al. 2013).  Results from 6 years of studying migratory and resident bird species at BFREE in rustic cacao 

and unmanaged forest habitats have shown significant differences in species abundance although species composition 

remained much the same (Jacob Marlin, personal communication).  On the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center website, 

Greenberg wrote about the opportunities for conservation research in cacao agroforestry.  He stated that the current 

scientific literature about biodiversity of cacao farms lacks a comparative focus, thereby limiting application to 

management of these systems.  Comparative research paradigms were suggested to ameliorate this.  Specifically, it would 

be helpful to compare species composition and diversity of cacao farms and alternative farming practices; cacao farms and 

natural forests; and among cacao farms under different management strategies. 

 

BFREE’s rustic cacao agroforest surrounded by natural forests can serve as an ideal location for comparative research.  In 

January 2015, we initiated a pilot study to compare the small mammal communities between the BFREE’s rustic cacao 

and nearby forest habitat.  We chose small mammals as our focus for several reasons.  Small mammals, generally defined 

as weighing < 1kg as adults and usually including rodents, marsupials and shrews, are important members of the tropical 

forest community.  Studies in the Bladen Nature Reserve (near BFREE) showed that forest spiny pocket mice (Heteromys 
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desmarestianus) are significant seed dispersers and predators of tree seeds (Brewer and Rejmanek 1999, Brewer and 

Webb 2001, and Brewer 2001), thereby influencing plant recruitment.  Secondly, vertical stratification of forests is an 

important habitat component for many species of small mammals.  Consequently, this group of animals may be sensitive 

to differences among the physical structure of cacao management systems and unmanaged forests.     

 

Table 1 summarizes number of individuals caught in each habitat at BFREE during trap cycles in January and June 2015, 

and in January and June 2016.  We identified the small species of rice rats only to genus (Handleyomys spp.) because of 

difficulty in distinguishing them in the field.  Other species caught included forest spiny pocket mouse, hispid cotton rat 

(Sigmodon hispidus), Mexican mouse opossum (Marmosa mexicana), Coues’s rice rat (Oryzomys couesi) and big-eared 

climbing rat (Ototylomys phyllotis).   

 

Objectives 

For this exercise, you will trap small mammals for at least 4 nights in each grid.  You can then compare your results to the 

previous trap cycles with respect to species composition, richness, diversity and evenness.   

 

Prior to field work 

In addition to this guide, your instructor will assign applicable readings for you in preparation for this experiment.  You 

should research the basic biology and ecology of the species that have been previously captured at BFREE.  Your 

instructor will also discuss with you the measures you should take while in the field to maintain your health and safety.   

 

Hypotheses and Predictions 

After reading some background information assigned by your instructor and before you collect any data, think about the 

following questions:  What difference, if any, in species composition and richness do you expect between these two 

habitats?  Are there any species that you expect to be found in only one of the habitats?  What difference in relative 

abundance of species do you expect between these two habitats?  In other words, do you expect some species to be more 

common in one of the habitats?  Explain your predictions.  Discuss your hypotheses and predictions with members of 

your group. 
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Figure1.  Cacao shade management systems (figure directly copied from Rice and Greenberg 2000).   

 

 

Table 1.  Number of unique individuals of small mammal species caught in cacao and forest habitat on BFREE property 

during 4 trapping cycles.   

 Jan 2015 June 2015 Jan 2016 May/June 2016 

 Cacao Forest Cacao Forest Cacao Forest Cacao Forest 

Heteromys 

desmarestianus 0 8 1 10 2 15 2 16 

Sigmodon 

hispidus 9 5 3 7 2 2 1 0 

Marmosa 

mexicana 2 8 0 0 1 3 0 1 

Handleyomys 

spp.  14 4 18 3 5 6 0 0 

Ototylomys 

phyllotis 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 1 

Oryzomys 

couesi  3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Total 29 25 22 24 11 27 3 18 

Trap nights* 7 7 7 6 3 3 7 7 

*Number of trap nights varies across trap cycles.   
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Methods  

Instructors and students of each group participating in this study should read Sikes et al. 2011 which summarizes the 

guidelines for the use of wild mammals in research.   

 

An online guide which briefly summarizes methods of the study and include demonstration videos can be found at 

https://spark.adobe.com/page/h95a2ChU49lpI/.  
 

Materials and supplies  

Oatmeal 

Peanut butter 

Soft, mashable fruit or fruit jam 

Wax paper 

Ear tags* 

Ear tag applicator* 

Thin, leather gloves (e.g. deerskin) 

Box of gallon-sized Ziploc bags 

Scales* 

220 Sherman traps* 

Reid field guide* 

Data sheets* 

Small scrub brushes* 

Mild dish soap* 

Bleach* 

 

*These items/supplies are available on site at BFREE.  Purchase of bait should be arranged with BFREE staff prior to the 

arrival of your group.   

 

Study site 

Two trapping grids have been set up in the center of the cacao habitat and approximately 0.5km away in the forested 

habitat (Figure 2).  At each grid, 10 rows of 10 numbered flags were anchored to the ground.  Flags were set 7 m apart 

(Figure 3).  If any flags are missing from the grid, please notify a staff member for a replacement flag.   

 

Baiting the traps 

A single Sherman live trap should be placed at each flag in the grids.  Each trap should be baited with a mixture of peanut 

butter, oats, and mashed fruit or fruit jam.  Bait should be mixed in a large mixing bowl the night before and placed in 

Ziploc bags or back into the empty oatmeal containers.  The bait should adhere to itself without being too sticky to handle 

easily.  It should have the consistency of soft oatmeal cookies.  Use about a tablespoon of bait for each trap.  For easier 

cleanup at the end of the study, bait should be placed inside a small square of wax paper.  Place the bait at the back of the 

trap against the door.  Use leaves from the ground to cover the trap to provide some shade.  Larger Sherman traps should 

be placed in trees to capture arboreal species.  Attach the traps using bungee cords.  Ten arboreal traps should be used per 

grid.   

 

Checking traps 

Standardized data sheets should be used to record all the data and will be available on site.  One or two group members 

should be assigned the jobs of recording data and storing data sheets.  At the top of each data sheet, record date, name of 

student group, grid (cacao OR forest), and general weather observations from the night before.   

 

Always check the traps in the morning immediately after breakfast.  Small mammals can overheat rather quickly in the 

traps.  Additionally, be aware that ants are attracted to the bait and can sometimes kill the trapped mammals.  Walk down 

each row checking for closed traps.  WARNING:  Occasionally, non-target animals such as birds and/or reptiles are found 

in the small mammal traps.  When checking a closed trap, slowly push down the door just until you can see inside the 

http://mandrillapp.com/track/click/30899164/spark.adobe.com?p=eyJzIjoiS2tIa2o4QjFtWDZoSjVNLU1STHY5M29welcwIiwidiI6MSwicCI6IntcInVcIjozMDg5OTE2NCxcInZcIjoxLFwidXJsXCI6XCJodHRwczpcXFwvXFxcL3NwYXJrLmFkb2JlLmNvbVxcXC9wYWdlXFxcL2g5NWEyQ2hVNDlscElcXFwvXCIsXCJpZFwiOlwiNzUzMzliOWFlMDdjNDEwNDlmYWEyYjViMjBmM2NkNzNcIixcInVybF9pZHNcIjpbXCIxNDJhMGRiNjY5ZmY5ODYyYjU3YTA3NTQ5NDViNGVkYTY0ODlmY2M5XCJdfSJ9
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trap.  Do NOT open the door all the way.  For open traps, visually confirm the presence of bait.  If bait has been removed, 

adjust the trigger mechanism on the trap and rebait it.   

 

 
Figure 2.  BFREE map (property outline in purple) with location of trapping grids indicated in red.  Cacao grid is located 

approximately 0.5 km north of the forest grid.   

 
Figure 3.  Cacao trapping grid with flag numbers.   

 

Identifying animals 

For groups with no to little experience with handling wild small mammals, an experienced staff member will be available 

to assist during animal processing. During animal processing, wrap the Ziploc bag around one end of the trap, open the 
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door through the bag and shake the animal into the bag.  Use the Reid field guide to identify the species, if possible.  

Please note that the Handleyomys rice rats are difficult to distinguish.  Record the trap number and species.  If possible, 

identify the sex and age through the bag.  Age can be difficult to assess, especially for the opossums.  Attach scales to the 

top of the bag and record the mass under the “total” column.  Under the “comments” column, record observations about 

general health, sex condition (descended testes, pregnancy, lactating, etc.) and any other observations you think are 

important.  It is especially important to look for torn ears, which may indicate the loss of an ear tag.   

 

Ear tagging 

If the animal has an ear tag, record its number in the “recapture” column and release it by placing the open bag on the 

ground.  If the animal has no ear tag, one member of your team should load an ear tag into the applicator and record its 

number in the “tag #” column.  For most species, you will need to use the smaller ear tags and applicator.  For species 

with very large ears (e.g. big-eared climbing rat), you should use the larger ear tags and applicator.  Following is a link to 

a video which demonstrates how to properly load the ear tag into the applicator:  https://nationalband.com/products/la-

1005-1/ 

 

A second member of your team should place the closed bag on the ground and corral the animal toward the corner of the 

bag.  With the non-dominant hand, hold the animal gently against the ground (through the bag).  Place the gloved, 

dominant hand in the bag and pinch the animal at the scruff of the neck and remove from the bag.  The first member of 

your team should pierce the base of the ear with the tag so that the number can be read by looking at the animal’s dorsal 

surface.  Be sure to place the piercing end of the tag beyond a ring of cartilage (Figure 4).  Record which ear was tagged 

(right or left) along with the tag #.  For example, if you used tag # 27 in the left ear, record L27 in the “tag #” column.  

Release the animal.   

 

 
Figure 4.  Placement of ear tag (outlined in red) at base of ear.  Proper placement on left and improper placement on right.  

(Drawing of rat copied from Reid 2009)   

 

Following is a link to a photo of a properly placed ear tag in a small mouse:  

http://blogs.millersville.edu/conservation/2012/09/30/more-pictures-from-hawk-mountain/   

 

Clean-up on the last day of trapping 

On the last day of trapping, traps should be removed from the grids, cleaned thoroughly and stored in the lab.  To clean 

the traps, remove bait and discard.  Take the traps to the river crossing and rinse them in the river.  Make a mild 

soap/bleach solution in a bucket.  Scrub each trap with the solution, making sure you remove all traces of bait from the 

trap.  Rinse again in the river and shake excess water from trap.  Fold the trap and place in boxes for storage.   

 

Data  

Your group has spent a great deal of time and energy collecting this data.  Your data is a small, but important piece of a 

puzzle that will allow us to better understand small mammal communities.  As such, it is important to effectively manage 

the storage of data.  Your class should retain the white data sheet for your own records.  Give the yellow copies of the data 

https://nationalband.com/products/la-1005-1/
https://nationalband.com/products/la-1005-1/
http://blogs.millersville.edu/conservation/2012/09/30/more-pictures-from-hawk-mountain/
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sheets to a BFREE staff member.  Additionally, take a digital picture of each white data sheet as a backup and email these 

pictures to the author, Sara Ash (sara.ash@ucumberlands.edu).  Your data will be compiled with the results of other 

student groups and made available on the BFREE website.   

 

Data Analysis 

Student worksheets are provided that will allow you to interpret your results and compare them to results from the January 

and June 2015 trap cycles.  Discussion questions are included that can be used in class or may be assigned as homework 

by your instructor.   
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